In this paper, we set forth a new longitudinal corpus and a toolset in an effort to address the influence of voice-aging on speaker verification.
Introduction
Speaker verification systems have recently grown in popularity as one of the authentication factors that supplements other authentication methods in call centers. Financial institutions have been particularly in need of robust multi-factor authentication methods as they move their interactions with clients online and close local branches [1] . Rapidly improving speaker verification systems are trying to fill this growing niche, and commercial offers are growing in number. Under a closer look, however, it is apparent that the voice biometrics industry simply repurposes governmentfunded speaker recognition "black box" technologies for civilian use. Although researchers often use speaker recognition and verification as interchangeable terms [2] , there is a clear distinction between the two when considering task complexity and expected error rate. Speaker verification validates an identity claim by comparing two voice models. Speaker recognition, however, involves recognizing the voice of a speaker among all speakers in a database, which requires more computing power and produces a higher error rate. It is therefore a more difficult task. While it is hard to imagine the need for speaker recognition capabilities in civilian use cases, there is a clear bias toward speaker recognition technologies compared to speaker verification technologies. By focusing on speaker recognition challenges specific to surveillance technologies, researchers often overlook certain aspects of voice biometrics that are a major obstacle for civilian authentication systems. Voice aging is one of them.
While studying voice aging in speaker verification systems, we often came across research that use paywall datasets, do not share analytical tools, or impose restrictive licensing. This paper and its associated resources are an attempt to lay the groundwork for advances in longitudinal speaker verification systems as well as to build an open community around such systems. We make all our resources available under a CC-BY-NC license to encourage other researchers and companies to contribute to the project.
State of Art
Voice biometrics research is one the many areas where various governments, particularly the United States, have been dictating the direction and the extent to which technology can be applied to civilian use cases. As a result, many aspects of voice biometrics research have been overlooked or misunderstood. Longitudinal speaker verification is one of these aspects. When approaching this problem, most researchers simply point out that beyond 3-5 years, the effects of aging on voice significantly increase Equal Error Rate (EER) and suggest ways to compensate for it [3] . Those specializing in longitudinal speaker verification tend to use calibration and compensation terms, giving age-related voice changes an unnecessarily negative connotation [4] .
Considering age-related voice variations as a problem in speaker verification is a questionable security assumption. These variations are a natural process observed in all humans and follows a set of similar patterns. Researchers often overlook the fact that finding predictable voice change patterns can not only reduce EER in real world speaker verification systems, but also improve their robustness against synthesis and repeat attacks [5] .
Researchers also assume that the attacker not only has similar-or-above analytical tools and computing power, but also the same amount of data to work with. In the real world, an attacker, even backed by state actors with massive data collection programs, does not have as much clean and well structured longitudinal data as narrow-scope voice authentication systems. Testimonials from NSA whistleblowers William Binney and Thomas Drake also indicate that increasing the number of individuals monitored has decreased the quality of source material and resulted in lowered capabilities to identify specific individuals [6] . It is clear that in the majority of civil use cases, the validator has a significant advantage in terms of collected audio samples, and therefore, is able to build age-aware speaker verification models that are robust to various attack vectors.
It should be noted that speech parameters used for verification can be affected by a multitude of factors that may include, but are not limited to: a speaker's sex, physiological and psychological conditions, hearing loss, disease, medications, smoking, and more [7, 8] . Although researchers point out the difficulty in separating the effects of aging from other influencing factors, they did establish a correlation between age and speech rate, sound pressure level, and fundamental and formant frequencies [8, 9, 10] . For example, a young child's voice frequency is typically between 500Hz and 350Hz, while an average adult male voice frequency is less than 130Hz after the age of 40 and around 150Hz after the age of 80. Verification problems result from this change. A longitudinal voice change study found that voice pitch changes during 3-4 year time intervals deteriorates the performance of speaker identification by 40% and that the performance of a speaker identification system degrades by approximately 20% every 1-2 years [30] .
Researchers observed decreased speaking fundamental frequency and strongly increased voice onset time with increased age [11] . Although many characteristics of voice aging are shared across individuals, there is also evidence that some age-related variations might not follow patterns in different people, but are caused by individual adjustments to physiological changes in speaker's vocal tract [10, 12] .
Data collection

Existing longitudinal corpora
Researchers often cite corpus limitations as major obstacles in speaker recognition and verification research [3, 13] . Existing speaker verification longitudinal corpora is typically taken from one of three sources: NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation corpora, broadcast media content, or self-built corpuses from voluntary audio recordings.
NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation is a U.S. government funded challenge of text independent speaker recognition systems. Every two years NIST releases a corpus consisting of a large number of individuals speaking over multiple years. Although the NIST releases are some of the most sizable datasets both in terms of number of speakers and time period covered, they suffer from poor data annotation, inconsistency of recording conditions, and speaker involvement over time.
Researchers who choose radio, TV, or other broadcast media can obtain a well structured corpus of audio segments, but they often suffer from a limited number of media figures from which to source audio. Those media figures, further, are often recorded in a wide range of conditions and formats, often with other speakers talking over each other.
The most extensive studies of longitudinal speaker verification involved creating a separate corpus that includes well annotated audio recordings of individuals that span over decades. The main disadvantage of this approach is that it requires researchers to retroactively collect high-quality audio content, which often results in obtaining only a limited number of speakers or reduces the study time span. Even if this approach happens to be successful, researchers who choose to build their own corpora face scalability limitations. Authors of RedDots and TCDSA acknowledge these limitations [3, 14] . To illustrate our point, we created a comparative table of the most popular corpora used in speaker verification and voice aging studies. 
LOCUST
FOIA Requests
These limitations were the impetus for us to search for a new original corpus. Our first thought was to go to the most abundant source of voice data: U.S. surveillance systems. Our idea was to use Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests to acquire the necessary data, which would automatically become part of the public domain if released. FOIA requires any federal agency in the United States to transmit stored information to whoever requests it. This legislation equally applies to agencies with investigative powers, such as the FBI and DEA, with some exceptions. Given the power of surveillance programs in the U.S., we assumed that their databases contain all the information necessary to build an exhaustive corpus.
A total of nine divisions within departments of Justice, Treasury, and Homeland Security were contacted to establish working relationships and assist in submitting an official FOIA request. After the first data started to flow in, however, it became apparent that the varying quality and poor annotation would have been a major obstacle in conducting any meaningful scientific research. To solve the aforementioned quality issues, we decided to focus on better structured data that is already in public domain in the form of evidence presented in federal courts. That approach also turned out be futile due to the narrow coverage and technological limitations of PACER, the central system that collects and stores court case materials.
US Supreme Court data
During our search for court case data, we came across a well structured dataset called Oyez. It is a collection of audio recordings from the U.S. Supreme Court, accompanied by well structured transcripts and detailed speaker information. Figure 3 : Time span distribution across all speakers (log scale). As illustrated above, this resource, which is mostly used by legal scholars, contains a vast amount of audio data. More importantly, due to the nature of U.S. legal systems, many speakers appear in transcripts over multiple decades. This is especially true for Supreme Court judges who get appointed for life, tend not to retire, and participate in court proceedings until their death. They are also recorded in similar conditions, using similar -if not the same -equipment over time, minimizing channel effects. The nature of court proceedings also contributed to the quality of the dataset, minimizing the cases where multiple speakers talk at the same time or change their position in relation to the microphone. A homogeneous recording environment and minimal speaker overlap makes this corpus extremely relevant for studying age-related voice changes.
To build the LOCUST corpus, we created software tools that allowed us to automatically download all audio files, split them into segments based on speakers found in corresponding transcripts, and conduct various corpus cleaning procedures. During the cleaning stage, we came across and fixed problems such as low quality audio, timestamp inconsistency, missing data, and appearance of speakers who, according to their Wikipedia pages, were deceased. All of the collected data are valuable for further research, but in order to conduct voice aging related experiments, we focused on cleaning and normalizing data from speakers who appear in at least ten different sessions. 
Limitations
It is also worth noting several limitations we came across while putting together this dataset. Some of the early audio recordings were made in the 1950s and the 1960s, and are of low quality and suffer from low volume and static noise. Both were relatively easy to fix during the audio normalization stage, which included adjusting average amplitude to -20 dbFS, but still suggest possible scarcity of useful audio features that can be extracted from these recordings. Also, all audio files were standardized by setting the sample rate to 16 kHz. In addition to low quality audio, statements with significant speaker overlap were removed. We are continuing our work cleaning out audio files and building tools to automate this process.
For short speech statements, we found sub-second timestamp inconsistencies between the transcript and the audio. This was mitigated by appending an additional second of audio to every speech statement we extracted. Additionally, we noticed a few cases when the speaker is clearly not the one identified in the transcript. For the moment, we removed these statements manually, but we are planning to do further corpus cleaning by using a speech verification system and doublechecking any statements beyond a certain probability threshold.
Finally, Supreme Court proceeding participants are mostly well established judges and lawyers and are mostly older male U.S.-native speakers. In our selection, only 23 are female, amounting to just over 10% of the total number of speakers.
Acoustic feature extraction
Fundamental scientific work in speaker recognition can be easily applied to text-independent longitudinal speaker verification by selecting acoustic parameters that are robust to inter-session variability. One of the more popular methods of robust feature extraction of speech data are Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and Relative Spectral Transform -Perceptual Linear Prediction [15 -18] . We have built python scripts that allowed us to extract speech features from each audio segment and create corresponding MFCC and PLP-RASTA files. While performing feature extraction, the audio files were split into frames of 25 ms with an overlapping offset of 15 ms.
Denoising and normalization are also considered important parts of a speaker verification system. We have already performed average amplitude normalization while cleaning the corpus, but expect denoising to be done during the analysis stage. Thanks to a vast number of audio segments, we aim to build robust noise models based not only on the statements of the speakers we are studying, but also on others who participated in the same court session, but were not included in the final selection of 229 speakers due to their rare appearances.
Further research
Speaker recognition is a sensitive subject across intelligence agencies. It is our strong belief that the way forward for closely related speaker verification is an open research process from start to finish. Researchers seem to be in an arms race of speaker recognition technologies by creating competing systems to score better in challenges that lack transparency and have questionable applicability to civilian systems. Our approach will instead be based on an open collaboration with the entire industry. We are planning to expand the dataset using C-SPAN videos, perform deep analysis based on collected data, and create open source prototypes of a speaker verification system. We also hope that the data and accompanying tools might be useful to other branches of speech studies. Although we have thus far focused on acoustic speech features, we kept all of the original transcripts, which would enable scientists to perform text-dependent analysis of our corpus. The court proceedings present a unique opportunity to study other subjects as well, such as emotion recognition [19] or lie detection. Both are relatively easy to annotate based on the transcripts and associated metadata on court case outcomes. We would like to extend the invitation to other researchers and companies to join our GitLab project [20] . With voice, we have been given a powerful forward-secrecy signing mechanism with private keys that are hard to steal. We must not ignore it.
Conclusions
We found that existing datasets, assembled to advance speaker recognition technology, which is most often used by intelligence agencies, often have limited utility for developing civilian speaker verification systems. To solve this, we built an open project with the largest publicly available longitudinal speaker database, which includes 229 speakers with an average talking time exceeding 15 hours spanning across an average of 21 years per speaker. In addition to this, we have collected additional audio recordings of over 8,000 people, recorded at the same time, in the same conditions, and using the same equipment. We believe this will significantly simplify the task of building audio channel models and denoising the targeted speaker audio. Age-related voice changes that can easily be observed in our corpus will enable the creation of more robust voice verification methods. This can help the early adopters of voice authentication systems, such as call centers and penitentiary systems, that are beginning to face voice aging.
We propose an open project framework for collection, processing, analyzing, and comparing datasets. At the moment our consortium consists of scientists from three universities and two IT security companies working together under a common open GitLab project and sharing all internally developed tools under a permissionless license.
